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Abstract. Logic-Based Argumentation (LBA) exhibits unique properties and
advantages over other kinds of argumentation procedures, amongst them: the
adequacy to logic-based pre-argument reasoning, similarity to the human rea-
soning process, reasoning with incomplete information and argument composi-
tion and extension. Logic enables a formal speci�cation to be built and a quick
prototype to be developed. In order for LBA to achieve feasibility in Electronic
Commerce (EC) scenarios, a set of properties must be present: self-support, cor-
rectness, conjugation, temporal containment and acyclicity. At the same time,
LBA is shown to achieve stability in argument exchange ( guaranteed success
problem ) and, depending on the de�nition of success, computational e�ciency
at each round (success problem ).
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1 Introduction

The use of logic (be it propositional, extended logic programming, modal or any
other) enables systems to be modeled with the added bene�t of mathematical
notation and non-ambiguity. Logic programming tools even provide a working
prototype for the modeled system, amazingly reducing the time between formal
speci�cation and prototype development/testing. Argumentation systems bene-
�t from the use of logic for two reasons: the intrinsic logic behind argumentation
[1,7] and the already stated bene�ts in the software development cycle.

Electronic Commerce (EC) environments provide an unparalleled arena for
the combination of logic and argumentation [5]. Logic provides the formal tools
for the sound development of agents and agent reasoning mechanisms. Argumen-
tation provides a way to exchange justi�ed information among business coun-
terparts (be it in Business-to-Consumer � B2C � or Business-to-Business � B2B
� scenarios) or even to develop negotiation techniques that aim at shorter times



for each deal (with more information present at each stage) [11,16]. However, the
feasibility of Logic-Based Argumentation (LBA) for EC can only be determined
if two problems are approached:

� EC-directed properties : in order for LBA to be feasible for EC, argu-
ments must exhibit properties that reduce algorithmic complexity, guarantee
acyclicity and deliver correction, to name a few;

� complexity of success and guaranteed success problems : once the
desired kind of arguments is chosen and an algorithm determined, feasibility
can only be achieved by argumentation procedures which enable success
determination and guarantee success with a relatively low complexity.

On section 2 a formalization for LBA is presented, together with advantages,
mathematical foundations and the proof of each necessary property for EC fea-
sibility. On section 3 the success and guaranteed success problems are stated and
the complexity for LBA is presented. Finally, sections 4 and 5 show related work
and some conclusions.

The main contributions of this work are: (i) deliver the power of mathemat-
ical logic to argumentative procedures in EC; (ii) state the main advantages of
LBA; (iii) state and prove some of the most important properties for feasible ar-
gumentation; (iv) determine if LBA provides success determination and success
guarantees.

2 Logic-Based Argumentation for Electronic Commerce

2.1 Advantages

Although the use of logic has been questioned in the �eld of argumentation [12],
logic-based argumentation still presents a set of characteristics which can not be
measured by a simplistic computational e�ciency metric, such as [5,6]:

� adequacy to logic-based approaches to pre-argument reasoning :
some agent development strategies [8,15] de�ne a stage that precedes the
instant an agent starts to articulate an argument. This stage is called pre-
argument reasoning and enables the agent to reason about such things as the
right to deal some product or the right to deal with some counterpart. Due
to the fundamental use of logic as a formalization tool and the manipulation
of a logic Knowledge Base (KB) [8] a set of rules is available in order for an
argument to be formulated;

� similarity to the human reasoning processes : the use of logical mech-
anisms in reasoning and, in special, such inference mechanisms as modus
ponens, enable easy construction of rules even by non-experts. On the other
hand, the set of available rules (in an agent's KB) is largely human-readable;

� reasoning with incomplete information : the use of null values [2,7], in
combination with negation as failure, enables the use of incomplete informa-
tion and a reasoning mechanism that deals with uncertainty (i.e., the un-
known valuation in clauses). An agent is able to construct arguments where
some of the steps are not taken as simple true or false elements;



� argument composition and extension : the set of logical elements (rules)
which compose an argument may be extended in order to strengthen the
argument conclusion, therefore inumerous compositions might be available,
which permits easy adaption to the speci�c kind of argument intention (e.g.
information exchange). On the other hand, taking an argument for A and
the insertion of a rule such as B ← A, an argument for B is trivially reached;

2.2 Mathematical Foundations

Extended Logic Programming (ELP) is a useful, simple and powerful tool for
logic problems. If argumentation in EC-oriented agents is to be addressed through
ELP the structure of each agent's KB needs to be de�ned. This KB is considered
to be a collection of organized clauses (logic theory OT ′) that enable inferencing
and, therefore, action justi�cation and argument construction. Formalizing the
de�nition of knowledge clause :

De�nition 1. (knowledge clause) The knowledge available in each agent is
composed of logic clauses of the form rk : Pi+j+1 ←P1 ∧P2 ∧ ...∧Pi−1 ∧not Pi ∧
... ∧ not Pi+j ., where i, j, k ∈ N0, P1, ..., Pi+j+1 are literals; i.e, formulas of the
form p or ¬p, where p is an atom. In these clauses rk, not, Pi+j+1, and P1∧P2∧
...∧Pi−1∧not Pi∧ ...∧not Pi+j stand, respectively, for the clause's identi�er, the
negation-as-failure operator, the rule's consequent, and the rule's antecedent.
If i = j = 0 the clause (rule) is called fact and represented as rk : P1. .

An ELP program (ΠELP ) is seen as a set of knowledge clauses as the ones pre-
sented above. Arguments are to be constructed from inference sequences over an
agent's KB (in fact, a ΠELP ). The use of ELP in the KB enables a three-valued
logic [4,2,8] which leads to the possibility of using null values to represent in-
complete information. These null values combined with a meta-theorem solver
enable the construction of arguments that rely not only on rules that are pos-
itively triggered (i.e., their logical valuation after variable instantiation is true)
but on all the three logical valuations: true, false and unknown. This reasoning
over incomplete and unknown information is extremely important in EC scenar-
ios due to the pervasive nature of fuzzy negotiation situations (e.g. agent A is
able to deal product P with agent B using the set of conditions C1, however it is
not known if it can do the same thing with a set C2 � leading to further dialog).
Formalizing the de�nition of negotiation argument :

De�nition 2. (negotiation argument) Taking ordered theory OT ′, a negotia-
tion argument is a �nite, non-empty sequence of rules 〈r1, ..., demo(ri, Vi), ..., rn〉
such that, for each sequence rule rj with P as a part of the antecedent, there is
a sequence rule ri (i < j) on which the consequent is P (demo(ri, Vi) represents
the meta-theorem solver application over rule ri and valuation Vi).

The conclusion of an argument relates to the consequent of the last rule used
in that same argument. Therefore, having in mind the use of such premise in
further de�nitions, a formal statement of argument conclusion is to be reached.



De�nition 3. (conclusion) The conclusion of an argument A1 = 〈r1, ..., rn〉,
conc(A1), is the consequent of the last rule ( rn) an none other than that one.

Notice that, through the current de�nition of negotiation argument , it is possible
to build incoherent arguments ; i.e., it is possible to build arguments where there
are rules that attack (deny) previous rules stated in the sequence. The formal
de�nition of coherency is provided by an invariant de�nition:

De�nition 4. (coherency) An argument A1 = 〈r1, ..., rn〉 is said to be �coher-
ent� i� ¬∃ai,ajai, aj ∈ subarguments(A) ∧ i 6= j : ai attacks aj.

Taking into account the two forms of argument attack ( conclusion denial and
premise denial ), a con�ict among two opposing agents (e.g., buyer/seller) can
be formally speci�ed.

De�nition 5. (con�ict/attack over negotiation arguments)
Let A1 = 〈r1,1, ..., r1,n〉 be the argument of agent 1 and A2 = 〈r2,1, ..., r2,m〉 be
the argument of agent 2. Then,

(1) A1 attacks A2 i� A1 executes a conclusion denial attack or a premise
denial attack over A2;

(2) A1 executes a conclusion denial attack over A2 i� and conc(A1) =
¬conc(A2);

(3) A1 executes a premise denial attack over A2 i� ∃r2.j ∈ A2 − conc(A2) :
conc(A1) = ¬r2,j .

Once coherent arguments are exchanged, a negotiation history (set of exchanged
arguments) of the issuer agent to the receiver agent can be de�ned.

De�nition 6. (history) The argumentation history of agent A to agent B is
hA→B = 〈A1,A→B , A2,A→B , ..., An,A→B〉.

It is also important to state that argumentation procedures (i.e., the exchange
of arguments amongst agents on a particular issue) should exhibit acyclicity.
Once some conclusion has been put forward by one of agents and attacked by
a counterpart, that same conclusion can not be put forward and attacked once
again due to the danger of an argumentative cycle .

De�nition 7. (termination) Given the argumentation histories hA→B, hB→A
and arguments Ai ∈ hA→B and Aj ∈ hB→A, ∃1

(i,j) conc(Ai) = P
∧
conc(Aj) =

¬P in order to deliver argumentative acyclicity and termination.

2.3 Properties

After stating the mathematical foundations of LBA, it is now possible to present
and prove a set of theorems that establish its most important features. By prov-
ing the validity of such properties, it is possible to ensure that EC-directed
arguments based on the present LBA system ensure correction and feasibility.



EC needs: arguments which are supported and inferred from the speci�c knowl-
edge of each agent (self-support property), truthful agents (non-contradiction
property), easy to combine arguments (conjugation property), non-monotonous
knowledge bases to capture the commercial reality (temporal containment prop-
erty) and an acyclic line of argument (acyclicity property).

In order to prove many of these properties it must be ensured that stable
time intervals are considered, once if long range reasoning is assumed and given
the non-monotonous characteristics of each agent's KB (necessary to faithfully
express real-world commerce) contradictory arguments might be generated. The
arguments in an LBA system for EC exhibit, therefore, the following set of
properties:

Property 1. (self-support) Given a stable time interval, argument A1 ∈ hA→B
and having A1 ` P , then KBA ` P .

Proof. By A1 ∈ hA→B and the de�nition of argument, A1 = 〈r1, ..., rn〉 being
ri ∈ KBA. Therefore, KBA ⊇ A1 ` P and by consequence KBA ` P .

It is then proved that agent A can only support its arguments by the knowl-
edge present at its own KB. �

Corollary 1. Given a stable time interval, A1 ∈ hA→B and having conc(A1) =
P , then KBA ` P .

Property 2. (correctness or non-contradiction) Given a stable time inter-
val, arguments A1 ∈ hB→A, A2 ∈ hA→B , A3 ∈ hA→C , A4 ∈ hC→A, argument
conclusions conc(A1) = ¬P , conc(A2) = P , conc(A3) = P and an attack of A4

over A3, then conc(A4) 6= ¬P .

Proof. If an attack of A4 over A3 takes place, either the conclusion or the
premises of A3 are denied by A4. Assume each situation separately:

� conclusion attack : conc(A4) = ¬conc(A3) = ¬P . Taking into account that
A4 ⊆ KBA, then KBA ` ¬P . However, the KB of each agent is coherent
and by conc(A2) = P it is know that KBA ` P , therefore it must happen
conc(A4) 6= ¬P ;

� premise attack : conc(A4) = ¬Q (Q ∈ A3 − [conc(A3)]). By the de�nition of
argument conclusion and by conc(A3) = P it is known that conc(A4) 6= ¬P .

It is then proved that agent A is unable to �lie� (i.e., state ¬P after having stated
P in the same time frame). �

Property 3. (conjugation) Given a stable time interval, argument A1 ∈ hA→B ,
argument A2 ∈ hA→B , conc(A1) = P1, conc(A2) = P2 and a general rule Q ←
P1, P2., then argument A = A1 � A2 � Q ← P1, P2. (where � stands as the
concatenation operator) delivers conc(A) = Q.

Proof. Taking conc(A1) = P1 and conc(A2) = P2, then by the de�nition of argu-
ment and argument conclusion argument A is valid only if A′ = 〈P1, P2, Q← P1, P2.〉



is valid (due to the fact that the justi�cations for A1 and A2 are independent).
Once again, by the de�nition of argument, A′ is valid and, by the de�nition of
argument conclusion, conc(A) = Q.

It is then proved that agent A is able to compose valid arguments into new
arguments with combined conclusions. �

Property 4. (temporal containment) Given time instants t1 6= t2, KBt1(the
agent's KB at time instant t1), KBt2 (the agent's KB at time instant t2), argu-
ment A = 〈r1, ..., rn〉, ri ∈ KBt1 and conc(A) = P , then it can not be concluded
that KBt2 ` P .

Proof. Proceeding by an absurd reduction proof, assume that with time instants
t1 6= t2, KBt1 , KBt2 , argument A = 〈r1, ..., rn〉, ri ∈ KBt1 and conc(A) = P ,
then it can be concluded that KBt2 ` P . By having, for example, KBt1 =
{a.; b← a, c.}, KBt2 = {¬a.}, t1 6= t2 and A = 〈a〉, it can be concluded that
conc(A) = a and, by the taken assumption, KBt2 ` a, however by looking at
KBt2 is is easily seen that KBt2 0 a. The initial assumption is, therefore, false.

It is then proved that the fact that an argument is generated at a given time
instant, does not mean that the KB of that same agent is able to generate that
same argument at a di�erent time instant. �

Property 5. (acyclicity) Given an acyclic KB, then ∀A,A ∈ hA→B generated
from KB is acyclic.

Proof. Take the Atom Dependency Graphs [4] ADGA and ADGKB (i.e., a
graph which has ground atoms at each vertex and directed edges labeled with
〈Pi, Pj , s〉, representing the existence of a rule with Pi at the head, Pj in the
body and s ∈ {+,−} if the atom is positive or negative, respectively) derived
from the ELP programs present at A and KB, respectively. Having A ⊆ KB,
if ∀i(ui, ui+1) ∈ edges(ADGA) (with ui ∈ vertices(ADGA)) then (ui, ui+1) ∈
edges(ADGKB) (with ui ∈ vertices(ADGKB)). If a cycle exists within ADGA,
∃i(ui, ui) ∈ edges(ADGA) and due to A ⊆ KB, ∃i(ui, ui) ∈ edges(ADGKB),
once ADGKB is acyclic a cycle in ADGA can not exist.

It is then proved that an acyclic ELP KB (which implies a terminating pro-
gram [4,3]) delivers acyclic (therefore, terminating ) arguments. �

3 The Success and Guaranteed Success Problems

3.1 Introduction

Although the presented properties show that LBA has the necessary semantic
and syntactic soundness to be used in EC environments, it must be proved that
computational feasibility is also present. It must be shown that LBA protocols
exhibit computational feasibility at each round and, at the same time, stability
or termination is reached. These problems are also known as the success and
guaranteed success problems, respectively.



In a negotiation process, through which the acceptability region of each
agent is constrained [11], there is an active adversarial process that proceeds
by an argument/counter-argument mechanism, where an agent successively at-
tacks another agent's premises or conclusions. On the other hand, there is a
di�erent situation where argumentation is used as a way of exchanging justi�ed
information and support the decision-making process. Therefore, the success and
guaranteed success problems have to be considered for these two situations.

3.2 The Success Problem

In the case of EC-directed negotiation, success can be measured in many ways
(e.g. the number of �victories� over a set of rounds, or the lowest argument
length average), however in pragmatic terms victory rarely depends on a suc-
cessful history of arguments (which serve in adversarial argumentation, as a way
to constrain the acceptability space of each agent) but rather on the conclu-
sions of the present round (which may be the last or just a step on the overall
argumentation history). A de�nition for success is in order:

De�nition 8. (success) A set of exchanged LBA arguments
⋃
i,j∈Agents,i 6=j hi→j

exhibits success if
∧
i,j∈Agents,i 6=j concext

(
A|hi→j |

)
0 ⊥, where concext(), Agents

and A|hi→j | stand, respectively, for the extended conclusion, the set of involved
agents and the last argument sent from agent i to agent j. The extended con-
clusion results from extending the conclusion function by assigning logic values
to two speci�c situations: concession (an agent quits by agreeing with the coun-
terparts' conclusions) and drop-out (an agent quits by refusing to agree with the
counterparts' conclusions), formally:

concext(A) =

>, if concession
⊥, if drop− out
conc(A), otherwise

.

Considering that each conclusion is a ground literal, the previous de�nition of
success leads to an algorithm that searches for the presence of ⊥ or the presence

of both P and ¬P , which can easily be done in O
(
|Agents|2

)
. However, if

success is de�ned in terms of the total argument and not only its conclusion, by
assuming propositional rules an equivalent to the logic satis�ability problem is
achieved, which is proven to be NP-complete [21,20,10]. By assuming DATALOG

restrictions, complexity is proven to be EXPTIME-complete [10].
In the case of a non-adversarial argument exchange, the existence of premise

and conclusion-denial situations lead to a much easier to solve success problem.
In an EC-directed environments where non-adversarial argumentation occurs
(typically B2B situations), each agent presents (in an informative way) what it
can deduce from its knowledge about the world, therefore concext() on De�nition
8 is to be changed to allow a permanent success situation:

concext(A) = >.



3.3 The Guaranteed Success Problem

Although it is important to determine the eventual success at each argumenta-
tion round, LBA for EC can only be considered feasible if the guaranteed success
problem is not computationally intractable; i.e., it is possible to achieve stability
on the set of exchanged arguments. The pragmatic characteristics of EC do not
support large (or even in�nite) argument exchange sets.

In the case of non-adversarial argumentation (e.g. many B2B situations), the
necessity to reach a stable situation does not directly arise. Though each agent
uses the premise and conclusion denial tools to generate counter-arguments, the
aim of such action is not to arrive at an agreement on some knowledge but rather
a cooperative information exchange [7]. Therefore, success is guaranteed at each
round.

Adversarial argumentation is more complex than the non-adversarial one. By
considering that each argument was built through the use of a language based on
propositional Horn clauses LHC0 , it has been proven that the guaranteed success
problem for such a language is co-NP-complete [21,20]. Nonetheless such an ap-
proach, the expressiveness from the desired ELP is reduced to propositional logic
while maintaining an high algorithmic complexity. However, the set of properties
present in LBA (and previously proven) yield an interesting conclusion:

Theorem 1. Assuming that each round is a stable time interval, then adver-
sarial LBA exhibits guaranteed success.

Proof. Given the stable time interval of a round, Properties 2 (non-contradiction )
and 5 (acyclicity ), and De�nition 7 (termination ), it is easy to conclude that
each agent can not generate argumentative cycles through �lies� or arguments
with cyclic clauses and, at the same time, it can not incur in the use of arguments
which have been denied by a counterpart.

Being n0 the �nite size of the Atom Dependency Graph (i.e., the total number
of edges and vertexes) associated with the knowledge of a given agent ( ADGKB),
the argumentative process proceeds, round by round, on an acyclic argumenta-
tive path, progressively constraining the possible set of usable inferences to per-
form premise and conclusion-denial attacks. Therefore, ADGKB has the number
of traversable edges and vertexes, in order to reach some conclusion P , progres-
sively reduced:

n0, n1, n2, ..., nm, n0 > n1 > n2 > ... > nm

where ni is the size of the traversable ADGKB at each round. It is then easy to
see that, in a number of steps lower than n0 (therefore �nite), no path will be
available on ADGKB and a concession or drop-out occurs. �

4 Related Work

The study of argumentation through mathematical logic (especially ELP) goes
back to work done by Loui [14], Simari, Chesñevar and García [18], and by



Kowalski and Toni [13]. Formalization through reasoning models happened even
earlier by Toulmin [19] and, in philosophical terms, during Classic Antiquity.

The use of LBA in the Law arena, is present in the work of Prakken and
Sartor [17]. However, the use in EC scenarios was proposed by Jennings, Parsons,
Noriega and Sierra [11]. The formalization and viability study for B2C, B2B and
cooperative argumentation was approached by Brito and Neves [5,6] combined
with a presentation of a 4-step approach to agent development by Brito, Novais
and Neves [7,9].

A complexity study on the use of logic in negotiation has been presented by
Wooldridge and Parsons [21,20].

5 Conclusions

The use of ELP is important either to formalize the reasoning mechanisms and
the knowledge exchange in EC scenarios, or to quickly develop a working pro-
totype. LBA exhibits a set of characteristics which are unique to this kind of
argumentation such as: dealing with incomplete information and similarity to
the human reasoning process.

Formalizing adversarial or even cooperative argument exchanges in EC de-
mands an important set of characteristics to be present on LBA, which are:
self-support, correctness, conjugation, temporal containment and acyclicity. It
has been proven that, through the present LBA formalization, the necessary
properties are available.

However it is necessary to evaluate, at each round, the success of an argumen-
tative procedure and it must be proven that stability is reached at some stage
(guaranteed success ). These questions are extremely important in EC scenarios
and condition the feasibility and viability of LBA for EC. It has been proven
that for non-adversarial situations the success and guaranteed success problems
are trivially solved. As for adversarial situations, the success problem can be
reduced to polynomial complexity (depending on the de�nition of success ) and
there is guaranteed success .
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